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 Description  Description 

Experience cutting-edge excellence with the NT Cutter BVL-61P blade, an exceptional bladeExperience cutting-edge excellence with the NT Cutter BVL-61P blade, an exceptional blade
designed to redefine your cutting endeavors! precision ground robust finished, 1.50mmdesigned to redefine your cutting endeavors! precision ground robust finished, 1.50mm
thickness 27mm wide, 125mm overall blade length single-edged blade, this blade sets thethickness 27mm wide, 125mm overall blade length single-edged blade, this blade sets the
standard for sharpness and durability, elevating your cutting tasks to new heights of efficiencystandard for sharpness and durability, elevating your cutting tasks to new heights of efficiency
and precision. Whether you're a seasoned professional or a DIY enthusiast, the NT Cutterand precision. Whether you're a seasoned professional or a DIY enthusiast, the NT Cutter
BVL-61P blade is the ultimate cutting companion, ready to tackle a wide range of materialsBVL-61P blade is the ultimate cutting companion, ready to tackle a wide range of materials
with ease and finesse.with ease and finesse.
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Blade Length: 125mmBlade Length: 125mm
Blade Width: 27mmBlade Width: 27mm
Blade Thickness: 1.50mmBlade Thickness: 1.50mm
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver
Blade Type: SolidBlade Type: Solid

Meticulously crafted using premium materials, this blade guarantees seamless and accurateMeticulously crafted using premium materials, this blade guarantees seamless and accurate
cutting performance, making it the ideal choice for various applications such as paper,cutting performance, making it the ideal choice for various applications such as paper,
cardboard, plastics, and more. The single-edged blade design ensures safety and simplicitycardboard, plastics, and more. The single-edged blade design ensures safety and simplicity
during usage, minimizing the risk of unintended mishaps.during usage, minimizing the risk of unintended mishaps.

Styled like a Kiridashi bladeStyled like a Kiridashi blade
The Kiridashi blade is the ideal tool, Perfect for carving, grafting, prying or simply forThe Kiridashi blade is the ideal tool, Perfect for carving, grafting, prying or simply for
everyday tasks,everyday tasks,
Traditionally, the Kiridashi knives are used for carving wood. The name 'Kiridashi'Traditionally, the Kiridashi knives are used for carving wood. The name 'Kiridashi'
means 'to carve out' in Japanese.means 'to carve out' in Japanese.

Packaged 1 BladePackaged 1 Blade

Replacement blade for :Replacement blade for :VL-3P, VL-6PVL-3P, VL-6P
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